A quantum-theoretic treatment of Lippmann fringes is given using the response-function formalism of part I of this series of papers. It is shown that the field emitted by the excited atom in the presence of a dielectric mirror possesses first-order coherence, and the absorption of such a field by the unexcited atom leads to the interference fringes. The nature of the emitted field is also examined from the point of view of excitation of surface modes. The causal character of the absorption process is also briefly commented upon. We have studied in paper IV the spontaneous emission from an atom in the vicinity of a dielectric. We will first recall a few results from that paper, and then we shall establish the coherence character of the field emitted by the atom. The positive-frequency part of the electric field operator is given by [Eq. (IV 5.10 '"s(»r, b, (u) 
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The response functions contain contributions both from homogeneous and evanescent waves, since for u'+v'&O'" I) is pure imaginary. (8) will thus be over frequencies iu & iu~/P2. The surface polariton contribution to X" is easily obtained from Eq. (7) by using the properties of the resonant denominator, and is found to be [cf. Eq. (IV 9.6)]
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where Kp and 00 are defined by the dispersion re- (u, v, ut) .
On substituting Eq. (9) P, s)s(r, r', (()) = P)(kosin8cos(I(), k,sin8siny, m), X, ss(r, r', (u) ikOR ' X() (k, sin8'cosy', k, sin8'sin(p', (d) , (14) where 8, y (8', y') are the polar coordinates of the vector R (R'). Hence (koa) . (22) We can also introduce a visibility index (cf. Ref. H(r, &u) = (1/iko) &x E(r, e) .
In the special case when both the atoms are located on the z axis, we obtain, on combining Eqs. (7), (14), (27), and (28), the result -',~', I d&I'I dsl'[r s+ (~~-~s 
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The transition probability will therefore be P~X r ds~d~8XB"ss (a, b, (us) (31) Phys. 4, 87 (1932) . G. S. Agarwal, Phys. Rev. A 11, 230, 253 (1975); 12, 1475 (1975 ; these will be referred to as Paper I, III, and IV, respectively, and equations referring to these papers will carry the corresponding index.
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